ON SALE NOW 203 -

AU REVIOR!
This is a very small list as I am going to take a
well earned break in the UK and Europe.
All orders placed by the 19th of August will
be sent before I head off. My daughter will be
replying to any urgent emails in my absence.
AUSTRALIAN STATES
1. NEW SOUTH WALES 1897 1d (1/-) Consumptive
home SG 280 ASC 79 very fine used.…………..$25.00

7. 2/- BROWN SG 29, Second Watermark in lightly hinged mint condition,
great fresh original gum great bright
fresh colour ……………………..$749.00

8. 2/- BROWN SG 29, Second Watermark fine used bright fresh colour
great stamp …….…………….$199.00

9. £1 GREY SG 75, mint lightly hinged,
lovely fresh gum……………..….$649.00

2. SOUTH AUSTRALIA SG 7-9, 2D Red imperf. Adelaide
print in four different shades ASC 2 fine used...$99.00

3. VICTORIA 1895-1908 Postage dues,
ASC D11, D15, D16 x 2, D17, D20, all
cto fine used, 6 values…………..$99.00

10. £2 BLACK AND ROSE
SG 114,
Small multiple wmk. Fine used as
shown for……………….………...$729.00

KGV
11. 1d SCARLETT-RED (aniline) G18,
BW71L(2)k superb fine used showing
“rusted cliché” (right unit) a fine example of this very rare variety with Dr.
Scott Starling certificate for …$499.00
12. 1d ROSE-CARMINE G22 BW71L(3)g + a, damaged
lower right frame and inverted wmk. A rare combination with a Dr. Scott Starling certificate for…....$139.00

4.QUEENSLAND 1 860 6d Green Chalon, 3 singles on
piece with a massive Cat. £2400, price…………$399.00

KANGAROOS

13. 1d PINK SALMON EOSIN G27A
a rare stamp which comes with Michael
Drury
Certificate
for……………………………..$1,399.00

5. 5D BROWN SG 8 First Watermark,
Mint Unhinged as shown for …$275.00
14. 1d CARMINE-RED G73 BW 72P(2)ja +bb fine used
perforated OS “die 2 substituted cliché– early state) a
fine used example of this rarer variety with a Dr Scott
Starling Certificate for …………………..………….$109.00
6. 2/- BROWN SG 12, First Watermark
mint lightly hinged, well centered
for………………………………..…$199.00

15. 1d CARMINE-ROSE G74 a mint lightly hinge example perforated OS BW 72Qbb with a Dr Scott Starling
Certificate, nice buying at……………………………$99.00

16. 1d RED-BROWN G76 bw 72O(1)i a fine used die two
in this rare shade, scarce combination with a Dr Scott
Starling Certificate, attractive for…………………$149.00
17. 1d DEEP CARMINE-RED G77 BW
72Rbb+a a fine used example perforated OS has invertred wmk, in this very
rare shade , Cat. Value is $500 with a
Dr Scott Starling Certificate for
………………….………………....$299.00

18. 1d DEEP CARMINE ROSE G105
Large Multi with NY joined BW 74B(4)
o in mint condition for…………$199.00

19. 2d INTENSE YELLOW-ORANGE
BW 95Dba, fine
used perforated OS , with Dr. Scott Starling certificate
scarce…………………………………………..……..…$69.00
20. 2d INTENSE ORANGE (ANILINE) BW 95Cba, fine
used perforated OS wmk. with Dr. Scott Starling certificate scarce……………………………...……………..$69.00
21. 4d LEMON SG 22b in superb mint
lightly hinged condition with Dr Scott
Starling certificate……………..$109.00

25. MINT 1914-1965 This collection is housed in a lovely green Leather Lighthouse springback binder with a
slipcase, complete hingeless illustrated pages which
without stamps cost $250 and the pages are just like
brand new. This is the exact opposite to most collections we offer. It has almost nothing from 1914-1965
however it does have 30 different mint Kangaroos and
62 different KGV all mint! I noted all mint first wmk.
Roos to 1/- complete mint (11) 2nd wmk to 6d (3) 3rd
wmk to 2/- Maroon (8) Small Multi to 2/- Maroon (4) CofA
to 2/- (4) KGV - Single crown 4d Violet, 4d blue 2 both
shades, 4d Orange, yellow orange, pale yellow orange,
4 1/2d Violet, 5d Brown x 3, 1/4 greenish blue, Large
Multi x 7 different, Small Multi perf. 14 2d, 3d, 4d and
41/2d, Small Multi perf. 13 1/2 x 12 1/2 to 1/4 (13) included die 2/die 1 pair of the 1d, Cof A to 1/4 (7) missing just
1 1/2d. If you were to buy the stamps included in this
fine collection based on each individual condition per
my price lists, you would spend more than $3,000+ to
buy these lovely stamps, and my prices are already
heavily discounted. So here is a bargain for someone
who has the later period covered, and would like a leg
up to get into the heavy end of collecting Kangaroos and
KGV in mint condition, bargain…………….…….$1,799.00

22. 4d LEMON SG 041c in fine used
perforated OS with Dr Scott Starling
certificate, scarce………..………$99.00

23. 1/4d GREENISH BLUE CofA SG
131, lovely fresh Mint unhinged example fresh original gum….…….. $249.00

AUSTRALIAN COLLECTIONS
24. AUSTRALIAN MINT UNHINGED 1966-2012 + AAT
This collection is housed in a 5 superb Lighthouse
Hingeless albums, which would cost more than $1800+
to replace just the albums. AAT is also included in this
fine collection, it is 99.9% complete, all the peel and
stick issues, M/Sheets the lot. The face value is a massive $2,825+ with $1,800 worth of albums, now is the
time to buy……………………………………………$1,999.00

26. MINT 1914-1965 This collection is housed in a lovely Red Lighthouse peg-binder and matching slipcase,
complete hingeless illustrated pages which without
stamps cost $250 and the album and pages are just like
brand new. No Roos, GV 17 different including a complete Unmounted set of CofA (8) From 1914 on it is superb, mostly unmounted mint including 6d Engraved
Kooka, 1928 Kooka M/Sheet, a mint lightly hinged 5/Bridge (minor gum bend), 1/- Large Lyre x 2 including
the very scarce yellow-green, 1/6 Hermes x 3 all Muh
including no wmk. 1/- Vict. Both perfs muh, from 1934
Macarthur (which is complete Muh) the only thing missing is thin paper Robes (lovely thick paper Muh) 3d
KGV1 Die 1a. The lighthouse pages have loads of extras
including 5/- Thin paper Arms, die varieties on QE11
issues, booklet pairs, Helecon all complete. Obviously
the Navigators are complete (8) both papers on the 10/and £1, cream and white paper Cattle Muh. Now if you
bought the better stamps (over $10 each) based on the
condition present, based on my discounted price list,

LOT 26 continued -you would spend more than $3,000+
so all of the lowever value sets are in fact free! A beautiful collection in a superb album to work on for years.
Sell any stamps you already have and save some serious dollars on this lot……………..………….…….$1499.00

27. The large mystery box is ……………………….$139.00

stamps listed at more than £10 each - so clearly most of
the stamps are not in the costing at all. There are more
than 1,500++ different stamps mostly mint unhinged
from the 1960’s on, fine used mostly complete sets including some very fine used early issues. There are mint
unhinged miniature sheets (29 different and a handful of
booklet panes as well) So basically we have a very fine
collection around 80% complete for the period, and
more than $2,300 in catalogue value, and more than
$500 worth of albums bargain!! …………………. $499.00

28. The mega mystery box is ………..…………… $229.00

SUPER RARITY!

MYSTERY BOXES
We have lots of new stock just in, try a box today!

29. The supa-dupa-mega box is…………………… $499.00
If you want a box made up to another value, just ask! For
those who have never purchased a mystery box, they
can contain one-country collections; stamps from lots of
different countries, both old and modern and mint and
used; FDCs and commercial mails; stamps on- and offpaper; duplicated stamps so you can check for varieties; whole albums; stock-books full and empty; catalogues.... the list goes on and on, and no two boxes are
ever the same. They do come with a fun guarantee!

COLLECTIONS
30. COCOS ISLAND 1963-2012 in Green Lighthouse
illustrated album and matching slipcase. The collection
is complete mint unhinged and has a few 2013 issues at
the back of the album. It does include the 1990-91 Local
Post overprints set with the usual one Official paid issue
only available cto. The album retails for $280+, the
stamps sell for $800+ this complete, available….$429.00
31. CHRISTMAS ISLAND
1958-2013 in Green Lighthouse album custom made Hingeless layout as Lighthouse do not make the illustrated edition. All superb
mint unhinged stamps, singles miniature sheets etc.
would cost more than $750+ to buy as sets. The face of
the Australian useable stamps is $230+ alone, a very
nice collection for …………………………………….$449.00

34. AUSTRALIA 1966 Christmas Imperf at left, one of
only two known to exist. BW 471b from the original vertical pair (since divided)…………………………..$9,999.00
AUSTRALIA POST YEARBOOKS
These are our silly prices for the official Australia Post
yearbooks complete with MUH stamps, all in stock now!
36. 1981 complete with stamps………………..

$11.00

37. 1982 complete with stamps………………..

$11.00

38. 1983 complete with stamps………………..

$12.00

39. 1984 complete with stamps ………... ……… $16.00
40 . 1985 complete with stamps………………

$14.00

41 . 1986 complete with stamps………………

$16.00

42. 1987 complete with stamps……………

$19.00

43. 1988 complete with stamps………………... $22.00
44. 1989 complete with stamps ………………... $23.00
45. 1990 complete with stamps………………... $25.00
46. 1991 complete with stamps ……………….. $18.00
47. 1992 complete with stamps…………………..$25.00
48. 1993 complete with stamps ………………... $21.00
49. 1994 complete with stamps………………… $22.00

32.GERMANY 1949-1971 A mostly fine used collection
housed in quality Lindner illustrated hingeless album. It
is a superb collection which is “absolutely complete” for
the period. There is just on £3,000 (just over $6,000
Aust.) in catalogue value for the better stamps, a superb
lot, album is in great condition and no signs of age or
toning as is often the case, bargain……………....$699.00
33. NETHERLANDS A superbly presented collection in
four Importa Red Dutch hingeless illustrated albums
covering the period 1852-1999, in as new condition. The
collection is a mixture of mint and fine used. It contains
more than £1,250+ in catalougue value of just the better

50. 1995 complete with stamps………………

$24.00

51. 1996 complete with stamps………………..

$25.00

52. 1997 complete with stamps ……………... . $25.00
53. 1998 complete with stamps ……………….

$26.00

54. 1999 complete with stamps……………….

$26.00

55. 2000 complete with stamps………………..

$43.00

56. 2001 complete with stamps ………………... $40.00
57. 2002 complete with stamps ………………... $30.00

